Durability problem which can seriously affect safety of concrete structure has been issued and its significance is increasing. In order to understand and report the issue, four guest editors participated in the works for this special issue.
For almost 1 year of devotion, we are pleased to inform the publication of this special issue with valuable 17 papers through strict and fair reviews. This special issue contains numerical modeling on chloride attack and carbonation, profound investigation of test results, identification of deteriorating mechanism, and NDT-based assessment for deterioration detection.
Among the 17 papers, 3 papers are for applications of NDT to durability research utilizing IR thermography ("Experimental Study on Detection of Deterioration in Concrete Using Infrared Thermography Technique"), electromagnetic properties ("Effect of Chlorides on Conductivity and Dielectric Constant in Hardened Cement Mortar: NDT for Durability Evaluation"), and impact echo method ("Evaluation of Subsurface Damage in Concrete Deck Joints Using Impact Echo Method"). These clearly show that evaluation results of NDT can quantify deterioration and also can be effective for evaluation or prediction of durability performance.
Five papers deal with evaluation of durability performance regarding chloride attack and carbonation. In the works, valuable researches are performed on quantitative corrosion resistance in concrete with steel fibers ( Two papers dealing with field investigation results report phenomena of corrosion progress and chloride penetration in a bridge structure ("Diagnostics of Corrosion on a Real Bridge Structure") and tunnel concrete ("Chloride Transport in Undersea Concrete Tunnel"), respectively. The results from field or long exposure conditions give us not only information on how much deteriorated a structure has been so far but also on how much improved or worsened a structure will be from now.
Another 2 papers are for structural performance in retrofitted concrete member ("Calculation of Axial Compression Capacity for Square Columns Strengthened with HPFL and BSP") and fracture performance ("Research on the Fracture Properties and Modification Mechanism of Polyester Fiber and SBR Latex Modified Cement Concrete") in LMC (Latex Modified Concrete) which are enhanced by polymer. The works are not for deterioration evaluation but contain valuable results for readers on structural performance in concrete with repaired and rehabilitated conditions.
Through the papers of special issues, we hope the researches on concrete durability are more activated and contribute to academic and industrial fields.
